
STRAND REMOTE CONTROL 
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MECHANICAL TYPE 

Remote Switching Control 
For quick action electro-magnetic contactor 
switches may be mounted on each dimmer unit , 
one being connected across the dimmer and the 
other in series with it (Fig. 3). Any circuit can be 
brought full up or blacked out irrespective of 
dimmer position at the time . The dimmer can 
also carry the circuit fuses and an indicator device 
by means of which the dimmer position may be 
observed from the remote control point . 
Not all lighting schemes require dimmers, and 
an installation may consist only of contactor 
switches controlled from a remote panel, as 
for example at the Tower Circus, Blackpool, 
where the bank consists of ninety-four 20 amp . 
mercury type contactors . Remote panels with 
sets of triple pole 75-amp., 150 amp., or 
300 amp . contactors and fuses are also commonly 
supplied. 

Fig. 3. Rear view of dimmer bank in Fig. 1, showing blackout and 
full-on contactors mounted on dimmers. 

An example of Strand miniature relay work is 
shown in Fig. 5. By this system a bank of one 
hundred and four 5 amp . relays and one hundred 
and twenty-eight 15 volt wire contact relays al lows 
the operator of the Drury Lane Light Console, 
for example, to control individually (with one 
preset) the four solenoid filters on each of 
twenty-six spotlights, using only 31 on-off 
keys instead of the 208 switches his panel 
would normally require. 
Almost invariably Strand electro-magnetic con
trol employs 15 volt D.C. from metal rectifiers 

in order to obtain the silent action essential in 
c·ompact organ type relays and wiring to be used 

the theatre . The 15 volt D.C. supply allows very 
for the more complicated schemes . 
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Fig. 4. 

Contactor panel. A 
total of 305 230-volt, 
30-amp and 15-amp 
contactors remotely 
operated on 15-volt 
control are mounted 
on this panel. 

Fig. 5. 
Low voltage relay 
bank. Photograph 
shows control relay 
for a Strand Light 
Console installation. 
This system and type 
of wiring are also 
available for other 
mult i -switching 

opp/ ications. 
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